amps
Reeves Super 78 &…

Custom 50 ‘Jimmy’

When it comes to replicating vintage amps, it is rare to find
a modern version that can truly compare to an exceptional
vintage example. As far as Hiwatt-inspired Reeves amps are
concerned, however, founder Bill Jansen has not only applied
the same attention to detail in re-capturing classic Hiwatt tone
while duplicating the mil-spec chassis layout and essential
Partridge transformers found in the original Hylight models,
but he has also designed practical enhancements across a wide
range of models that make Reeves amplifiers far more versatile and approachable than a typical vintage Hiwatt.
We received two amps for review – a 50 watt Super ‘78
and Custom 50 ‘Jimmy,’ and if you perhaps once owned a
vintage Hiwatt, or you have always been intrigued by them
but remain unfamiliar with their sound, we can say without
reservation that the Reeves amps reviewed here offer a much
wider range of clean and overdriven tones at variable volume
levels than a vintage Hiwatt can deliver, yet the dynamic
character and exceptional clarity of the classic Hiwatt models
are vividly evident in full bloom.
The Super ‘78 reminds us of a hybrid cross between a ‘69
small box Marshall 50 watt and a Hiwatt DR504, which, of
course, never existed… until now. Based on a dual EL-34 50
watt
platform
with
12AX7
preamp
and
phase
inverter tubes, the Super ‘78 shares the hand-wired turret
board construction and precise right-angle mil-spec layout
found in all Reeves amps, with a unique design consisting
of Gain and Drive controls that work with the post-phase
inverter Master Volume, Bass, Middle, Treble and Cut controls to create an uncommonly diverse range of tones and
clean-to-overdriven intensity. Imagine the freedom to dial
up everything from a huge, sparkling Hiwatt tone with just
a hint of edginess to a full roar with rich sustain, harmonic
complexity and the additional clarity and string definition of
a Hiwatt, and that would be the vibe of the Super ‘78. This is
a very, very big sounding amp that shines at all settings with
complexity and detail that rarely pour from many amps today,
new or old. You’ll also note a peculiarly smooth, touchsensitive dynamic quality produced by the ultra-fast recovery,
11 amp, 1000 volt diodes (FREDS) used in the power section
of the ‘78.

We have often
referenced the
stark contrast
between the
sound of a
‘new’ amplifier lacking the
depth, dimensionality and
mystery of its
vintage counterpart, and this remains true, more often than
not. While the Super ‘78 also presents a slightly tighter, crisper tone that new components not yet broken-in impart, even
new, the Reeves is clearly not cut from the same cloth as most
reissues or comparably powered boutique amps. At all settings
– clean and pristine to heavily distorted with the Gain and
Drive controls righteously pushed, the ‘78 displays something
lurking in the power and preamp circuits that sets this amp
apart from anything we have heard before – as if the electrons
are being excited to move more freely and in a different way,
producing a vibrant, exciting palette of rich, musical tones
across the entire spectrum of frequencies produced by the
guitar. The icing on the cake is the Reeves Resonance control
on the back panel, which audibly alters the bass response
from tight and punchy to the looser, heavier sound of a GZ34.
The DNA of the Super ‘78 is very much vintage Hiwatt, but
enhanced and expanded in a way that makes this amp so much
more versatile and useful – even at moderate volume settings
and very friendly decibel levels.

Custom 50 ‘Jimmy’
Described
as a
faithful
recreation
of the
1969-71
Hiwatt amps used by Jimmy Page (his were 100 watt), the
dual EL-34 Custom 50 features the original control layout
with dual inputs, Balance, Bass, Middle, Treble, Presence
and Master Volume. Like the Super ‘78, the ‘Jimmy’ features
replica Partridge transformers, meticulous hand-wired turret
board construction and an ultra-precise mil-spec layout equal
to the build quality of the original Hylight Hiwatt amps. Unlike an original Hiwatt, however, the Custom 50 ‘Jimmy’ delivers more gain as the Input control is turned up. Of course,
with the Master Volume set high as well, you’re pumping a
full 50 watt dose of incredibly lush sustain, second order harmonics and thick distortion, but like the Super ‘78, the clarity
and depth of the ‘Jimmy’ at all settings is stunningly good.
Here’s the kicker… A foot pedal is provided that plugs into an
-continued-
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amps
XLR jack
next to the
inputs, and
with the
Balance
control you
can ‘preset’
a cleaner,
less distorted sound and switch between the two in the style
of a 2-channel amp. Lower balance settings produce a cleaner,
softer volume level when the footswitch is engaged, and as the
Balance control is turned up volume and break-up can be incrementally increased through the entire sweep of the pot. Step on
the footswitch again and you’re back to the original volume and
gain setting set with the Input and Master Volume mix.
Both amps
feature a
110/120/230
voltage
selector
switch and
switchable
4/8/16 ohm
dual speaker
outs, available as 50 watt and 100 watt heads. Options include NOS
Tubes, a tube-buffered effects loop, and power scaling for
the Super ‘78 only. Optional 1x12, 2x12 and 4x12 speaker
cabinets are constructed of finger jointed 3/4" marine birch
plywood with Slot Load Venting for improved bass response.
Reeves Amplifiers are made in the USA and sold direct with a
10-day full money back guarantee of satisfaction.
We’ve reviewed a ton of amps in these pages, but like the
original Hiwatt amps that inspired them, the two Reeves
amps evaluated here are exceptional indeed, uniquely versatile as described and built to an unsurpassed standard of
impeccable care and quality. At $1799 for the Super ‘78 and
$1999 for the ‘Jimmy’, either of these supremely built heads
would be money well-spent, backed with the confidence that
you can buy direct from the builder risking only the return
shipping for the opportunity to find your voice with a Reeves.
Quest forth…TQ
www.reevesamps.com

Pinstripe Magic
For a brief period during the mid ‘60s, Marshall used
unique grill cloth consisting of a fabric backing and a rubberized stripe with a random painted pattern that became
known as the ‘pinstripe’ grill cloth used on Bluesbreakers

and smaller
combos with the
stripes running
horizontally,
and on JTM-45
4x12 cabinets
mounted vertically. While the
manufacturing
process used
by Marshall’s
supplier resulted in slight variations in the shade and appearance of the finished fabric, approximately 60% of the surface
was covered in the opaque rubberized ‘pinstriping,’ leaving
just 40% of the sonically permeable weave to allow sound
waves to freely pass through the cloth. In other words, the
rubberized pinstriping effectively functioned as a baffle,
dispersing and reflecting the sound waves emanating from
the speakers within the cabinet. Was this the result of some
super-secret tone-shaping strategy dreamed up over a pint
by Jim Marshall and company? Hardly. The grey and white
‘Bluesbreaker’ fabric was in all probability merely selected
for appearance and durability, to be replaced in 1968 with
Marshall’s ‘basketweave’ grill cloth.
So why do
we mention it
here? Afterall,
this isn’t
‘DesignQuest,’
is it? Well,
think about
the sonic effect
created by grill
cloth material
that baffles and
reflects 60% of the sound coming from the speaker cone…
Eric Collins thought about it — indeed he obsessed over it,
analyzing the composition of the original stuff and actually
recreating it in exacting detail. He contacted us, and in what
seemed at the time like a bizarre 45-minute diatribe, explained
the tortured path he had taken to recreate the original pinstripe
grill cloth (which was also used in varying color shades for
Park, Selmer and Domino cabinets.) We listened to Collins tell
his story, wondering where this was headed, when he finally
reached the punch line and said, “I’d like to send you a roll
of material for a 4x12 cabinet. Install it, and see what you
think…” About what? How cool it looks now that we have
pulled 140 staples out of our Avatar 4x12 baffle frame with a
screwdriver, puncturing a finger and leaving a blister on our
palm the size of a half dollar? We had our doubts, but we actually did pull all those staples and install the pinstripe cloth in
our 4x12 during the same time the Reeves amps were keeping
our mighty Germino 55LV company in the music room.
-continued-
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